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BLAST TESTS OF EXPEDIENT SHELTERS

Cresson H. Kearny and Conrad V. Chester

ABSTRACT

Oak Ridge National Laboratory field tests of expedient shelters during the past three years had resulted in the selection and development of six types of expedient shelters. These were demonstrated by construction exercises to be the most practical for average rural and small-town Americans to build in the principal environmental regions of the United States. Each type of shelter is designed to be built within 48 hours by average family groups of such Americans, using only widely available materials such as trees, to provide all members with high-protection-factor shelter. To evaluate the blast protection afforded by these six types of expedient shelters, they were blast tested as a part of Defense Nuclear Agency’s Mixed Company Event, in the blast area of a 500-ton TNT detonation—equivalent in air blast effects to a 1.0–1.8 kiloton nuclear detonation.

A total of twelve shelters, representing six expedient types, were subjected to blast effects at surface overpressures ranging from 29 to 3 pounds per square inch (psi). All except the two Door-Covered Trench Shelters were tested as closed shelters. Only one shelter was damaged: the Door-Covered Trench Shelter that was tested as an open shelter at 5 psi.

The six types of shelters, tested at the following measured surface overpressures, were: (1) Two Small-Pole Shelters, at 29 psi; (2) Three Wire-Catenary-Roofed Shelters, at 29 psi and 13 psi; (3) One aboveground A-Frame Pole Shelter, at 17 psi; (4) One Shored-Trench Stoop-In Shelter, at 13 psi; (5) Two Log-Covered Trench Shelters, at 13 psi; (6) Two Door-Covered Trench Shelters, at 5 psi and 3 psi. Earth arching increased the strength of the shelters that had an adequate depth of earth cover relative to the roof span.

A new design of quickly closable, expedient blast door was tested at 29, 17 and 13 psi surface overpressure ranges. Only the blast door at 17 psi was damaged, and even it remained intact and securely closed.

Also tested were two new designs of blast valves, both of which can protect against 100 psi overpressures and are closed in 1 to 2 milliseconds. One of these valves, the Overlapping-Flaps Blast Valve, requires only widely available materials and can be made in a few hours with common tools.
1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 THE INCREASING NEED FOR EXPEDIENT SHELTERS AFFORDING IMPROVED BLAST PROTECTION

The United States and most of the other nations with democratic governments have made only weak or token civil defense preparations to enable their civilians or their military personnel to survive a nuclear attack, and thus to lessen the risks of nuclear blackmail or attack. Yet the numbers of nuclear warheads that may possibly strike the United States and her probable allies continue to increase, as do the numbers of Americans and other democratic peoples likely to be within blast areas if nuclear war befalls their countries. Furthermore, existing structures within the probable target areas of these countries would provide much less effective blast protection than would well designed, thoroughly tested expedient shelters of types that a large fraction of civilian populations and most military personnel could build for themselves in 48 hours or less*—provided they were given the necessary leadership and building instructions during an escalating crisis.

National leaders are likely to have at least 48 hours' warning before the outbreak of nuclear war, since the steadily improving Soviet civil defense preparations** are based on the planned evacuation and dispersal of urban Russians during an escalating crisis. Soviet authorities estimate this evacuation and dispersal would reduce Russian fatalities in a nuclear war to a smaller number than the USSR suffered in World War II.** In the foreseeable future, no nation appears at all likely to launch an "out-of-the-blue" nuclear attack.


Therefore, as part of even minimum-cost, low-profile civil defense preparations, improved designs of blast-protective expedient shelters should be developed and tested, and then practical shelter building instructions should be prepared and kept ready to distribute during a crisis.

1.2 SOME PRIOR BLAST TESTS OF EXPEDIENT-TYPE SHELTERS

We are aware of no previous testing of expedient shelters which involved closed-entrance shelters. However, information on the quite extensive blast testing of open-entrance expedient-type shelters is available. Small, open-entrance, earth-covered backyard shelters with wooden frames survived the Hiroshima and Nagasaki blasts and fire effects that destroyed all surrounding buildings. One such shelter at Nagasaki survived only 100 yards from ground zero.* At this close range the calculated overpressure was about 65 psi—too high an overpressure for occupants of an open-entrance small shelter to survive, and probably too high for this shelter to have survived if it had been closed with a blast door good for at least 65 psi.**

---


**Shock tube tests and analyses at ORNL of small-scale models of small expedient shelters showed that an open small shelter made of green hardwood poles (tested yield stress about 3000 psi) "will survive some 50% more overpressure (22 psi) from 200-kiloton weapons than the same shelter with closed doors (15 psi)"—without including the blast protection provided by earth arching. Also ORNL studies demonstrated that up to 2 feet of earth cover is required over some small open shelters to eliminate the possibility, during the decay of external overpressure, of the greater overpressure inside such an open small shelter lifting the earth-covered shelter roof. See "Analysis of Effects of Nuclear Weapons Overpressures on Hasty Pole Shelter," by C. V. Chester and R. O. Chester, Chapter 13, Annual Progress Report, Civil Defense Research Project, ORNL-4784.
Open shelters of several types that could be built in less than 48 hours by average citizens having the necessary lumber and other common materials were subjected to nuclear blast effects in Nevada.* These tests demonstrated that most of these shelters can survive 10 to 15 psi overpressures. Consequential damage was confined to the entrance structures, and, in some cases, to the mounded dry earth cover, most of which was removed. The disadvantages of open shelters were recognized; A. P. Flynn* included as one of his final recommendations: "Future tests should include devices for reducing or keeping out the blast pressures."

Since entrance structures were damaged even in these Nevada tests in open desert, such structures would suffer more serious damage if shelters were located in wooded or urban areas where the blast winds would hurl many heavy objects against entrance structures and earth mounds. Furthermore, no shelters were built of green poles or logs—the most abundant material** with which many millions of unprepared Americans could build expedient shelters during an escalating crisis. Nor were these tested expedient shelters designed to take advantage of the blast protection that can be obtained from earth arching over and around shelters.

1.3 OVERALL OBJECTIVES OF THE ORNL TEST OF EXPEDIENT SHELTERS IN THE 500-TON TNT SURFACE DETONATION OF OPERATION MIXED COMPANY EVENT

1.3.1 To proof test in blast environments (ranging from predicted 30 psi down to 3 psi), six types of expedient shelters that were designed to afford good to excellent protection against radiation, blast, and

---


**See Appendix A for facts on the availability in all parts of the 48 states of growing trees as material for expedient shelters. Appendix A is an excerpt from a report by George A. Cirsty, Expedient Shelters Survey, Final Report, July 1973, ORNL-4860.
fire and that can be made in two days or less by average rural Americans and/or military personnel using only widely available materials and hand tools, while guided only by illustrated, detailed written instructions.

1.3.2 To estimate the resistance to blast stresses provided by earth arching over below-ground expedient shelters, by comparing pairs of three types of these six expedient shelters. One shelter of each paired type was covered with a sufficient depth of earth estimated to result in effective earth arching, and the second shelter (at the same psi range) was covered with an estimated insufficient thickness of earth cover.

1.3.3 To proofof test a design of an expedient blast door that utilizes a quick tie-down against the negative pressure phase and enables shelter occupants to close and secure this blast door within about 4 seconds after seeing the very bright light from a large nuclear detonation.

1.3.4 To proofof test two new types of expedient blast valves at predicted 100 psi and 50 psi ranges.

1.3.5 To proofof test Yielding Foil Membrane Blast Gauges. (This gauge is a new type of nonelectrical, inexpensive, overpressure-measuring instrument designed to record fast-rising peak overpressures over a wide range.)

1.4 BACKGROUND OF THE ORNL EXPEDIENT SHELTERS TESTED IN OPERATION MIXED COMPANY EVENT

The six types of expedient shelters blast tested by ORNL in the Mixed Company Event are the six that we believe are the most practical to satisfy the objectives outlined in Subsection 1.3.1. One or more of these shelters are designed for use in each of the principal shelter environments of the United States: wooded areas, plains areas, areas with unstable soils, areas with very shallow soils or high water tables, and areas where no shelter roofing materials are available except those
that urban evacuees could bring with them. Only the Door-Covered Trench Shelter was tested as an open-structure. All the other shelters were tested as closed structures.

As part of civil defense research funded by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission and conducted by the Civil Defense Research Project of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), prototypes of all these shelters had been designed, built, and partially evaluated prior to the Mixed Company blast effects testing. These six shelters are designed primarily to afford protection against the very heavy fallout likely to result from a massive attack on the United States and against the blast and initial radiation effects, over extensive areas, that would result from such an attack. Most of these shelters are improved versions of expedient shelters of the Soviet Union or of Israel—nations that make realistic and thorough preparations for the assured survival of most of their citizens. (See footnote on page 2 for Soviet civil defense sources.)

1.5 CORRELATIONS WITH DEFENSE NUCLEAR AGENCY REPORTS

This report (ORNL-4905) is being issued to serve as the Oak Ridge National Laboratory project officers' report to Defense Nuclear Agency: FOR No. 6749, covering Project LN 316, Expedient Shelter Test, of Operation Mixed Company Event. Distribution of ORNL-4905 will be made to all facilities on the Mixed Company Distribution List, as well as to the usual recipients of ORNL civil defense publications.
2. TEST PROCEDURES IN THE 500-TON SURFACE DETONATION OF MIXED COMPANY

2.1 SHOT PARTICIPATION

ORNL was assigned an area extending from 420 feet (100 psi predicted overpressure) to 1900 feet (3 psi predicted) from ground zero (GZ), and lying between azimuth 99° and azimuth 113° from GZ.

A private contractor supplied all shelter materials and built the shelters. Each of the ORNL shelters was positioned with its length perpendicular to its azimuth from ground zero. Construction began on October 9, 1973. The 500-ton detonation took place near Grand Junction, Colorado, on November 13, and examination of all ORNL structures and restoration of sites was completed on November 21, 1973.

2.2 INSTRUMENTATION

2.2.1 Yielding Foil Membrane Blast Gauge. Because of insufficient funds to measure blast overpressures with conventional instruments, we developed and used a new type of nonelectrical, passive blast gauge designed to measure fast-rising peak overpressures. The details covering the design, calibration, accuracy (±10%), and successful use of this inexpensive new blast gauge have been published in a separate ORNL report.* See Figure 2.1. Government facilities and defense contractors can obtain a copy of this report by writing to Civil Defense Research, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, P. O. Box X, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830.

2.2.2 Improvised Beam Deflection Gauge. Gauges like the one sketched in Figure 2.2 were used to measure the maximum and the permanent deflections of shelter roofs and of a blast door. The base that held the five fixed nails was nailed to the roof member, and the

---

Figure 2.1 Yielding Foil Membrane Blast Gauges. An assembled and a partially disassembled gauge. Most gauges were set in the ground so that the middle rectangular plate was about one inch above ground level.

separate, 4-inch diameter can (with the strip of 0.005-inch-thick aluminum foil epoxied over a slot in its closed end) was positioned with its open end over the upper part of a vertical post. This post was fixed in the ground directly below the nails. The base of this rested on quite hard rock at the bottom of its hole. The can was nailed to the upper part of the post, at such a height that before the shot the longest fixed nail was almost touching the aluminum foil.

Figure 2.2 Improvised Beam Deflection Gauge.
After blast loading of the structural member has caused the nails to be forced downward and to puncture the foil, the maximum deflection and the permanent deflection can be readily obtained. To calculate the maximum deflection, one first notes the number of nail holes punched in the aluminum foil, and the diameter of the hole punched by the shortest nail. (When using this deflection gauge, we were able to determine maximum deflections with an accuracy ranging from 1/16 inch to 3/8 inch.) The permanent deflection can easily be observed (to an accuracy of 1/16 inch) by noting the depth of final penetration of the nails into the foil.

When this gauge is used to measure the deflections under severe blast loading of wooden shelters, typically most of its nails that puncture the foil make two to four puncture holes close together but recognizably separate. This indicates that short-span blast doors and roof beams oscillate violently, even if loaded with up to 2-1/2 feet of earth, when subjected to rapidly decaying blast overpressures having only about 150 milliseconds duration, as from this 500-ton TNT detonation.
3. **SMALL-POLE SHELTERS**

3.1 PURPOSE

The Small-Pole Shelter has been developed for construction by unskilled workers in wooded areas (in stable or unstable soils, below or above ground) to provide excellent protection against radiation and good protection against blast effects.

3.2 CONSTRUCTION

To compare ORNL's two Small-Pole Shelters (LN316-1A and LN316-1B, both made of fresh-cut lodgepole-pine poles) with one of the U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station's half-scale Small-Pole Shelters made of dry, sawed, octagonal poles and proof-tested in this same blast as part of LN306, these two ORNL shelters were also built as half-scale models. Half-scale models scale approximately to the 10-kt design threat, as regards blast effects. Fresh-cut poles are stronger and more resilient than dry, sawed poles.* One of these ORNL shelters (LN316-1A; see Figures 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3) had the same overall dimensions as the LN306 shelter, which also was built at the predicted 30 psi range. To provide protection against the severe initial nuclear radiation from a 10-kt weapon at the 30 psi range, the entryway was made 6 feet long and the earth cover 2-1/2 feet deep in this half-scale model.

Figure 3.1 Vertical Section through Half-Scale Small-Pole Shelters LN316-1A and LN316-1B.

*See footnote (**) on page 3.
The main room of each ORNL Small-Pole shelter was 63 inches long and had 20 roof poles averaging 2-3/4 inches in diameter. However, the main room of LN316-1B had no entryway and had only 10 inches of compacted earth cover on its roof—an insufficient depth to result in very effective earth arching.

To test the practicality of what we believe to be design advantages over the LN306 version of a Small-Pole Shelter (which was designed to protect against the 10-kt initial nuclear radiation and blast threat at 30 psi range), the two ORNL shelters differed from the Army Engineer's LN306 Small-Pole Shelters as regards the following design features:

3.2.1 In order to permit both of the ORNL shelters (except for the horizontal bracing on their floors) to be forced downward under blast loading stresses a few inches into the moderately soft, refilled, two feet of earth in the bottom of the excavation, no footing boards were placed under the wall poles (see Figures 3.1, 3.2, 3.4 and 3.5). Omitting the footing boards relieves downward pressure on the wall and roof poles when

![Figure 3.2 Frame and Side Walls of Half-Scale Small-Pole Shelter LN316-1A.](image)

![Figure 3.3 Building Frame of the 6-foot-long Entryway of Half-Scale Small-Pole Shelter LN316-1A.](image)
Figure 3.5 Plan and Elevation of Small-Pole Shelter Built With Minimum Cover. (This is not the IN316-1A shelter.)
they are blast loaded, provided the earth over the shelter roof and around its sides is capable of developing effective earth arching under blast loading.

3.2.3 To avoid complications that would result from the necessity of aligning the upper longitudinal poles of the frame with any straight, dimensioned 2 x 4-inch boards nailed to the vertical wall poles and used to support the upper longitudinal poles, only two small blocks were nailed to two vertical wall poles on each side to support each upper longitudinal pole of the two ORNL shelters. (An additional advantage to the above three modifications is that no dimensioned lumber is then required to build a Small-Pole Shelter.)

3.2.4 To blast test an improved design of vertical entryway (that is stronger and simpler to construct and requires fewer long poles than does the earlier entryway model used in the LN306 Small-Pole Shelters), ORNL LN316-1A had an entryway of the type shown in Figure 3.2—except that, for greater strength, four horizontal, rectangular entrance-braces were used in the upper part of the vertical entryway. These entrance braces were spaced 1, 6, 19 and 33 inches below the tops of the long vertical poles of the entryway.

3.2.5 These ORNL shelters were made without ventilation ducts, in anticipation of Small-Pole Shelters built for both fallout and blast protection having an entryway at each end. (This arrangement was later recommended in the After Action Report covering the building of 24-man Small-Pole Shelters by infantrymen who participated in Exercise Laboratory Shelter, of the XVIII Airborne Corps, at Fort Bragg on November 13 and 14, 1972.)

3.2.6 ORNL shelters LN316-1A and LN316-1B were both tested as closed shelters.
3.3 LOCATIONS AND TEST RESULTS

3.3.1 LN316-1A and LN316-1B. Both shelters were located within 20 feet of azimuth 110° from GZ, and 645 feet from GZ. Predicted over-pressure at the surface was 30 psi; measured overpressure was 29.1 ± 2.5 psi.

3.3.2 LN316-1A. The blast compacted the wet earth around the entryway and its blast-protection frame, but we could observe no significant removal of earth by the blast wind. See Figure 3.6. The blast door (see Chapter 4) was undamaged. Inside the shelter, the most obvious result of the stresses caused by the blast was the squeezing together and slight inward bowing of almost all of the poles. See Figure 3.7. No poles were cracked or otherwise damaged. The centers of the roof poles had a maximum depression of 2-1/2 inches and a permanent depression of 2 inches relative to bedrock. The elastic recovery of the roof poles was 1/2 inch, and the permanent downward bowing of the roof poles amounted to a scant 1/2 inch. Thus the wall poles had been forced downward about 1-1/2 inches into the rather soft, refilled earth. The expedient blast door remained held tightly closed by its undamaged auto-tire hinges and bridle wires.

Figure 3.6 Photographer upside-down in Entryway of Half-Scale Small-Pole Shelter LN316-1A After the Blast. The fireball accompanying the 29 psi blast overpressure blackened the earth. The expedient blast door, the entryway, and the blast-protection frame of four notched-together logs were undamaged.
3.3.3 LN316-1B. The centers of the roof poles had a maximum depression of 3-1/2 inches and a permanent depression of 3 inches relative to bedrock. The elastic recovery of the roof poles was 1/2 inch, and the permanent downward bowing of the roof poles amounted to about 1/2 inch. Thus the wall poles had been forced downward about 2-1/2 inches into the rather soft, refilled earth on which they rested. The downward force of the roof poles against the tops of their supporting vertical wall poles had been appreciably greater than in LN316-1A; some of the bark of the wall poles had been broken at points of contact; but there was no significant damage to any of the poles in LN316-1B. See Figure 3.8. Especially interesting was the fact that the upper longitudinal poles and their crossbraces had not moved relative to the wall poles; they were much more tightly pressed together than before being subjected to the blast stresses.

3.4 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

3.4.1 Closed Small-Pole Shelters of this design when built below ground level are capable of withstanding much more than 30 psi surface overpressures from nuclear weapons in the small kiloton range.
Figure 3.8 Detail of Small-Pole Shelter LN316-1B, showing wall poles, roof poles, longitudinal pole and two crossbraces after being subjected to 29 psi surface overpressure. Relative to bedrock, the whole shelter was permanently forced down 2-1/2 inches into the 2 feet of refilled earth on which it rested.

3.4.2 Calculations show that, even if built of fresh-cut poles, this shelter can withstand only about a 20 psi static load if it has no earth cover on its roof or has an earth cover that does not result in effective earth arching under blast loading. Therefore, it is prudent to classify full-scale models of this design that have roof poles averaging only about 5 inches in diameter and that receive no reinforcement from earth arching as 20 psi shelters, if they may be subjected to long-duration overpressures from explosions in the megaton range. However, if 3 feet or more of earth cover is provided, then in most areas consequential additional blast protection will result from earth arching.
If the opportunity arises, these shelters should be tested at 50, 70, and 100 psi.

3.4.3 In order for military personnel, in particular, to remain fully effective, whenever practical they should be protected from even relatively minor blast injuries such as ruptured eardrums. Therefore, it is desirable to equip shelters with expedient, quickly closable blast doors if located in an area likely to be subjected to blast.
4. EXPEDIENT QUICKLY CLOSABLE BLAST DOOR

4.1 PURPOSE

This expedient blast door is designed to:

4.1.1 Protect the occupants of a blast-resistant shelter from blast-wind and shock and from the accompanying contamination.

4.1.2 Enable occupants to use the entryway protected by this blast door as a large, low-resistance air duct (or ducts) until visual warning of a large detonation.

4.1.3 Enable occupants to close and secure this door within 4 seconds after seeing the bright light from a large detonation, thus preventing possible loss of the door due to its spring rebound after its downward bending by the peak overpressure, or to its being jerked off and carried away as a result of the negative pressure phase.

4.1.4 Secure the door closed throughout the negative phase, to prevent occupants from being subjected to sudden decompression and possible eardrum damage.

4.2 CONSTRUCTION

Figure 4.1 shows details of this expedient blast door, which was built to the illustrated size at the predicted 15 psi range, complete with the specified wire-bridle, load-binder tie-down, etc. This door closed a separate, 7-foot-deep vertical entryway made of green poles. This type of entryway is illustrated by Figure 4.1. The 2-inch, rough, ponderosa-pine boards used to build this door were full dimension. Therefore, the strength of this door was greater than the illustrated 10-psi design,*

*Dimensions of lumber, etc., were calculated by Holmes and Narver, Inc., acting as consultants to ORNL, so as to produce a balanced design in which all components should fail simultaneously under a megaton blast loading slightly larger than the maximum design loading.
Figure 4.1 Expedient Quickly Closable Blast Door, as Used for Small-Pole Shelter.
which is based on the use of nominal "2-inch" (actually 1-1/2 inch thick) finished boards. Consequently, this door made of rough boards was tested at the predicted 15 psi range.

4.3 LOCATIONS AND TEST RESULTS

4.3.1 Expedient blast door LN316-6 was located on azimuth 100°, 840 feet from GZ. The predicted overpressure was 15 psi; the measured, 16.7 ± 1.5 psi. The two center boards were badly cracked in their middles, but were not broken. No other damage resulted. The surrounding wet earth was compacted by the blast, but was not blown away.

The deflection gauge under the center of the door recorded at least four oscillations of the door; the longest nail of the gauge had punched four holes in the fixed aluminum foil. The maximum vertical deflection of the center of the door was 1-3/4 inches; the permanent deflection, about 3/4 inch.

After the test, the door was still held closed so tightly that it could not be opened even a fraction of an inch by hand. The pressure recorded inside this separate vertical entryway (that had a volume of only 63 cubic feet) was no more than 4 psi.

4.3.2 A half-scale expedient blast door was tested closing the entryway of Small-Pole Shelter LN316-1. See Figure 3.6. This door was built of 2-inch, rough, ponderosa-pine boards--equivalent to 4-inch planks full scale. As expected, it withstood 29 psi undamaged, as did the entryway.

4.3.3 A full-scale expedient blast door, also made of 2-inch rough ponderosa-pine boards, closing the vertical entryway of Shelter LN316-2, was undamaged by 12.6 ± 1.0 psi outside overpressure.

4.4 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

4.4.1 This type of expedient blast door is practical.
4.4.2 If a blast-resistant expedient shelter is built in an area where it is likely to be subjected to blast dangers, it should be equipped with expedient quickly closable blast doors--provided that time and materials are available after the completion of the shelter itself.

4.4.3 A similar but stronger expedient blast door built of green poles should be developed and blast tested.

4.4.4 The blast-protection frames around these three blast doors (each made of four logs or railroad ties, with their upper sides about 2 inches higher than the closed door) prevented the doors from being hit directly by the blast wind and reflected shock overpressures. If these blast doors and their entryways had been subjected to nuclear blast effects, the doors in an area where trees or debris from buildings had been carried by the blast wind, then blast-protection frames would have protected the doors from most heavy, blast-hurled objects such as these.

4.4.5 Fuel air explosive (FAE) weapons* are likely to become important conventional weapons. In this event, quickly closable blast doors--of both horizontal and vertical types--will become essential components of bunkers and other field fortifications capable of effectively protecting personnel in rear areas where there is little danger of the enemy gaining fire superiority and/or overrunning bunkers while all of their openings are closed.

---

5. WIRE-CATENARY-ROOFED SHELTERS

5.1 PURPOSE

This shelter is intended for use in areas with deep, stable earth, especially where, as on the plains, wire and fence posts are often the most available building materials. In such areas, a Wire-Catenary-Roofed Shelter (see Figures 5.1 and 5.2) affords excellent protection against radiation and blast, and requires minimum quantities of low-cost materials.

![Diagram of Wire-Catenary-Roofed Shelter]

Figure 5.1 Wire-Catenary-Roofed Shelter.

5.2 CONSTRUCTION

As indicated by Figures 5.1 and 5.2, the most readily constructed version of a Wire-Catenary-Roofed Shelter is a stoop-in shelter utilizing a trench 66 inches deep and 42 inches wide. This is deep and wide
Figure 5.2 Toe-Nailing a Strut-Post of a Wire-Catenary-Roofed Shelter. The wire is a loop made of hog-wire fencing, 18 feet-4 inches in circumference.* This loop goes around posts parallel to the trench on its two sides. Both sides of this wire loop were pushed down into the trench to form the "catenary" before the strut-posts were positioned at two-foot intervals.

*Loop circumference = 2(W + W/6) + 1/2 (average circumference of the two encircled posts), where W = width of the completed post frame. (This formula applies only to shelters with trench width about half the length of their strut-posts.)
enough to enable even big men to sit erect, side by side, on the bench in a completed shelter. The 4-foot-long entryway trench is best made about 2\(\frac{1}{4}\) inches wide, with one of its walls being an extension of the main trench wall opposite the bench for the occupants.

Each of the ORNL shelters tested in Mixed Company had only one opening. Longer versions of all the ORNL shelters should have an entryway at each end, to provide for adequate cooling-ventilation. And in hot weather, even small shelters should have both an entryway at one end and a combined crawlway exit-ventilation duct at the other end.

The forces produced by earth and blast loading on the roofing wires and the posts around which the wires are looped can be resolved into two sets of components: vertical components that are carried by the unexcavated earth forming the sides of the trench, and horizontal components that would move the wire-encircled posts toward the trench if it were not for the strut-posts acting as compressive members to resist these horizontal forces.

The wire "catenary" of each of the three tested shelters was covered with thin aluminum roofing to keep earth from falling through the wire mesh. (Rugs or canvas would have served.) Then the earth cover was put on in layers about 9 inches thick. The layers beneath and around the strut-posts were well tamped to reduce compaction of this earth under blast loading and resultant bending of strut-posts.

Two full-scale, paired shelters were built, LN316-3A and LN316-3B. Each had a main roomlet 13 feet, 2 inches long (equals four widths of 38-inch-wide wire netting, plus 6 inches to avoid overlapping of the wire loops). For comparison of earth arching effects, one shelter (LN316-3A) had a full earth cover (see Figure 5.1), and the other shelter (LN316-3B) had earth only 6 to 8 inches deep over its strut-posts--a depth estimated before these blast tests as being insufficient to result in very effective earth arching. In each shelter, two loops of hog wire netting encircled a frame made of dry, brittle cedar posts, and two loops encircled a frame made of green lodgepole pine posts. Based on the actual ultimate strength of this wire, these wire-catenary roofs should have been broken by a 10 psi overpressure of sufficient duration,
provided there was no earth arching. All frame posts were 3-1/2 to 5 inches in diameter at their small ends.

A half-scale model was made with its wire loop made weaker by first removing the strong top and bottom wires of the same hog netting. Figure 5.3 shows the end of the roof next to the entryway trench (in which the man is standing) being closed with posts stacked vertically in a 4-inch-wide trench dug the same length as the width of the post frame. This wall of stacked posts held the full-thickness earth cover in the entryway end of the roof.

All three of these shelters were tested closed.

5.3 LOCATION AND TEST RESULTS

5.3.1 The paired shelters LN316-3A and LN316-3B were located within 20 feet of azimuth 113°, 1000 feet from GZ. The predicted overpressure was 10 psi; the measured overpressure was about 13 psi. Not allowing for soil arching, the calculated ultimate strength of the wire roofs of these shelters was 10 psi.

Neither of these closed shelters was consequentially damaged. The shock wave shook only very little earth from the trench walls, as is indicated in Figure 5.4 by the insignificant amount of fallen earth on the black plastic. Only after the earth cover was removed from around the frame posts was any damaged noted: one of the brittle cedar
strut-posts was found to be broken in two where its diameter suddenly changed (because of branching) from 5 inches to 3-1/2 inches. However, the packed earth around this strut-post held the broken ends together so that it obviously continued to function effectively as a compression member of the frame.

No doubt the short duration of overpressures high enough to severely stress LN316-3B, combined with some earth arching in the "inadequate" earth covering of this shelter, caused the permanent downward deformation of its roof to be less than anticipated. As shown by Figure 5.1, the depth of earth in which arching could occur in LN316-3B is the vertical distance from the bottom of a 45° slope of unexcavated earth on which the roof wire rests, up to the top of the earth cover—about 21 inches. Apparently, in the sandy earth of the Mixed Company test site if the ratio of the effective depth of the earth cover to the effective free span of the earth arch is 1/2 (21 in./42 in.), then effective arching will result under blast loading.

The following permanent downward deformations were measured along the center lines of the wire-catenary roofs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>6 in. from entryway end</th>
<th>At center</th>
<th>6 in. from the undisturbed earth of the far end</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LN316-3A</td>
<td>3/4&quot;</td>
<td>1/2&quot;</td>
<td>0&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LN316-3B</td>
<td>1-3/4&quot;</td>
<td>1-1/2&quot;</td>
<td>1/2&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Earth arching of fully covered LN316-3A obviously reduced the stresses due to blast loading on its wire-catenary roof, and the resultant deformations. Also, the duration of the higher overpressures from this 500-ton TNT shot, which was short compared with the response time of the roof, no doubt resulted in the roof that had the full earth cover absorbing more of the high overpressure energy as it was compacted by the blast overpressure. Furthermore, this full cover of earth required a greater fraction of the high overpressure energy to accelerate it and move it downward sufficiently so that this earth could force the wire roofing downward.

These shelters, like all the other ORNL shelters, remained dry inside (except in some entryways) throughout the 5 weeks of abnormally wet weather between their construction and demolition. This success constituted additional proof of the effectiveness of their "buried roofs" of 6-mil polyethylene, which sloped to both sides and deflected downward percolating water.

5.3.2 Half-Scale Wire-Catenary-Roofed Shelter LN316-9 was located on azimuth 99°, 645 feet from GZ. Predicted overpressure was 30 psi; measured overpressure (at the same distance from GZ, but on azimuth 110°) was 29.1 ± 2.5 psi.

The blast overpressure further compacted the damp earth mounded over LN316-9, but, rather surprisingly, the blast wind removed very little of the wet earth from its mounded covering. The trench walls (which except for the uppermost 12 inches of sandy soil were of an earth that verged on a soft argillaceous sandstone) remained essentially unchanged. The center part of the wire "catenary" was depressed only about 1/4 inch relative to the "bedrock" floor of the shelter roomlet indicating that very effective earth arching supported most of the surface load of about 29 psi overpressure. See Figure 5.1.

*For information on the advantages of earth arching, that has been inadequately utilized by the designers of shelters, see: (1) Proceedings of the Symposium on Soil-Structure Interaction, (U), University of Arizona Engineering Research Laboratory, Tuscon, Arizona, September 1964;
The calculated ultimate strength of this wire-catenary roof, based on ORNL Materials Lab tests of the wire, was only 15 psi—if no allowance is made for the strengthening due to earth arching.

5.4 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.4.1 If properly constructed in stable earth, a Wire-Catenary-Roofed Shelter affords good to excellent protection against blast, largely due to the development of effective earth arching in its advantageously designed earth cover.

5.4.2 Since in most stable soils a closed Wire-Catenary-Roofed Shelter probably can withstand a 50 to 100 psi outside overpressure, an unsolved problem is how to build an adequately strong expedient entryway and blast door. A promising solution is a vertical entryway similar to that of Small-Pole Shelter LN316-1A, with a 2 ft. x 2 ft. opening with an expedient blast door made of 2- x 6-in. lumber, or stout green poles joined together side by side.


We use the term "earth arching" instead of "soil arching" to avoid misleading some nonengineering citizens into using exclusively soil ("the surface layer of earth, supporting plant life"—Webster) to cover their shelters. Not even engineers talk about "soil moving contractors."
6. SHORED-TRENCH STOOP-IN SHELTER

6.1 PURPOSE

This shelter (LN316-2) was an improved version of an Israeli expedient shelter. It is designed to be built in unstable earth, such as sand. Its cross-sectioned dimensions are also about the same as those of the covered trench shelters used so successfully in the London Blitz—even for workers to sleep in night after night while sitting up. See Figures 6.1 and 6.3.

6.2 CONSTRUCTION

Figure 6.1 gives the details of this easy-to-build, balanced* shelter, which requires minimum earth moving for each occupant and affords excellent fallout protection and good blast protection. Only widely available sizes of lumber are required; a pair of two-by-fours can be nailed together and used in place of the specified four-by-fours; 3/4-inch plywood can be used in place of the 1-inch board shoring, etc.

To limit the load on the shoring to the horizontal pressures of the earth pressing against it, the 6-foot-long, 2-inches-thick roofing boards rested only on the packed earth outside the shoring, and not on shoring boards. See Cross-Section B-B of Figure 6.1.

To simulate construction in a loose sand, the evacuation was made over 8 feet wide at ground level. The backfill was tamped by hand (see Figure 6.2) in layers until this sandy soil was about 1-1/2 inches above the tops of the shoring.

*The sizes of all boards were calculated by Holmes and Narver, Inc., acting as a consultant to ORNL, so that in unstable earth all components would fail simultaneously when subjected to 10 psi blast overpressure from a megaton weapon. Holmes and Narver made the usual very conservative engineering assumptions, which excluded the possibility of strengthening due to earth arching.
Figure 6.1 Shored-Trench Stoop-In Shelter.
The 28-inch spacings of the vertical four-by-fours of the shoring leave room for a large man to sit comfortably between each pair, with ample leg room.

The expedient blast door (see Section 3) was made of full-dimension, rough-pine boards. It measured 28 x 32 inches. Its blast-protection frame was made of four logs, each 6 to 8 inches in diameter, cut to half diameters at their ends so as to overlap. Each corner of this frame was spiked with three 60-penny nails.

6.3 LOCATION AND TEST RESULTS

The shelter was built on azimuth 110°, 1000 feet from GZ. The predicted overpressure was 10 psi; the measured overpressure was 12.6 ± 1.0 psi.

The only observed results of the blast on this shelter were: (1) compaction of the earth cover; (2) a measured maximum deflection of 1-1/4 inches at the center of the board roofs; (3) a permanent lowering of the roof boards of about 1 inch, due mostly to the compaction of the backfilled earth on which the roof boards rested (see Figure 6.3); (4) a measured
overpressure inside this closed shelter of about 3 psi. Most of this inside overpressure probably was due to the sudden lowering of the roof under the blast loading.

6.4 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.4.1 Provided sufficient lumber is available, the Shored-Trench Stoop-In Shelter could be built by many untrained Americans using only hand tools and guided only by well-illustrated, detailed, written instructions.

6.4.2 This design is based on the use of finished lumber (a 2-inch board is actually only 1-1/2 inches thick) and makes no allowance for earth arching. Since the rough boards used were full dimensioned and effective earth arching was certain to result, this shelter should have been blast tested at the 20 psi predicted range.

6.4.3 Since this shelter requires only about 100 board feet of widely available lumber per occupant, during a slowly escalating crisis large numbers could be prefabricated at modest cost as unassembled packages of boards, and kept ready for rapid installation when and where desired, especially in sand or other unstable earth.
7. **LOG-COVERED TRENCH SHELTER**

7.1 **PURPOSE**

This simple, strong-roofed shelter is one that average untrained citizens in wooded areas with deep, stable soils can build for themselves within two days, provided they have the few necessary hand tools and building instructions. Figure 7.1 shows a cross-section through this shelter when built with almost the specified minimum length and diameters of "logs"—fresh-cut green poles 4-1/4 to 5 inches in diameter and 7 feet long—used to roof the two ORNL Mixed Company shelters of this type.

An advantage of Log-Covered Trench Shelters built with larger diameter, longer logs than the illustrated minimum-sized "logs" used in these two Mixed Company shelters is that they can be built in a day or two to provide good fallout and blast protection. Then, after "completion" the occupants can enlarge their shelter even while fallout conditions outside prevent their spending much time outdoors. This advantage is especially practical if the shelter is built in or close to the woods where the logs are cut and where the builders can use roof logs 6 to 9 inches in diameter and 9 or 10 feet long. Thus they can provide the opportunity for later enlarging their completed shelter to a width of about 6 feet. (Such a shelter, built in stable clay three years
ago near Oak Ridge with 9-foot roof logs, was later widened to 6 feet in stable clay soil, and is still serviceable.)

7.2 CONSTRUCTION

Two shelters (LN316-4A and LN316-4B) were built with the illustrated cross-sectional dimensions and minimum-size roof "logs". Each had a main roomlet 12 feet long and an offset entryway trench 2 feet wide and 4 feet long—the same as the entryway pictured in Figure 5.2. Furthermore, each had half of the sides of its main trench vertical, and half sloped upward on each side to the inner edges of the 2" x 6" board mudsills that supported the roof logs near their ends. See Figure 7.2. (A workmen's error resulted in these sloped sides being dug back this far; the sloped sides should have been sloped upward so as to intersect the ground surface about 3 inches from the inner sides of the mudsills.)

To obtain another measure of the effectiveness of earth arching, one of these shelters (LN316-4A) had the full earth cover shown in Figure 7.1. The earth was mounded 25 inches above the tops of the roof "logs", as measured after its compaction by the blast overpressures. The other shelter (LN316-4B) had the top of its blast-compacted earth cover only 8 inches above the roof "logs".

7.3 LOCATIONS AND TEST RESULTS

These two shelters were located within 20 feet of azimuth 107° from GZ, and 1,000 feet from GZ. The predicted overpressure was 10 psi; the measured overpressure was 12.6 ± 1.0 psi.

Neither of these closed shelters was damaged in any way. To our surprise, only insignificant amounts of earth were shaken off either the vertical or sloping parts of the unsupported earth sides of either shelter. Figure 7.2 shows the condition of parts of the vertical and sloping sides of LN316-4B after the blast. Note that a little earth had been pressed off from beneath the inner lower edge of the 2" x 6" mudsill;
Figure 7.2 Undamaged Vertical and Sloped Earth Sides of Log-Covered Trench Shelter LN316-4B; Shown After Withstanding 12 psi Overpressure Effects.

This very slight caving probably would not have occurred if the inward-sloping side had been started a few inches from the inner edge of the mudsill. The two 2" x 6" mudsill boards extended under the roof poles of the vertical-sided part of this shelter, thus preventing the roof poles from pressing against the relatively unstable earth near the tops of the vertical earth sides.

Beam deflection gauges recorded the following deflections in the centers of 5-inch diameter roof poles of these two closed shelters:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Maximum Deflection</th>
<th>Permanent Deflection</th>
<th>Elastic Recovery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LN316-4A</td>
<td>1-3/8&quot;</td>
<td>3/4&quot;</td>
<td>5/8&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(25 in. earth cover)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LN316-4B</td>
<td>7/8&quot;</td>
<td>1/16&quot;</td>
<td>13/16&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(8 in. earth cover)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Surprisingly, the shelter roof with much less earth cover was deflected less under blast loading! Even in the case of LN316-4A, the depth of its full earth cover (25 in.) relative to the length of the free span between the mudsills (72 in.) was too small—a ratio of only about 1/3—to result in effective earth arching.

7.4 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

7.4.1 Log-Covered Trench Shelters built in stable earth and roofed with fresh-cut green logs afford much higher blast protection—even when closed—than the usual conservative calculations indicate.

7.4.2 Log-Covered Trench Shelters only about 42 inches wide should be tested, both closed and open, at much higher blast overpressures than 12 psi.
8. **A-FRAME POLE SHELTER**

8.1 **PURPOSE**

This shelter is designed to be built by average citizens in wooded areas where the water table is too high and/or the depth to rock is too shallow to permit them to construct a below-ground expedient shelter within 48 hours. An A-frame is an inherently stable and strong structure. This shelter is designed to give fair to good fallout protection, and good blast protection—especially if built of green, fresh-cut poles.

An A-Frame Pole Shelter is somewhat easier to build than a Small-Pole Shelter, and, when both are built above ground, the A-frame shelter requires fewer cubic feet of earth cover for each occupant to achieve the same protection against fallout radiation.

8.2 **CONSTRUCTION**

The sides of half-scale test model LN316-10 (see Figure 8.1) were made of green lodgepole-pine poles 3-1/2 feet long, averaging 2-1/2 inches in diameter.* The crawlway entryway was horizontal and consisted of a half-scale Small-Pole Shelter 5-1/2 feet long, 18" x 18" on the inside. It was closed by a vertical expedient blast door (which faced away from GZ) made of rough full-dimensional 1" x 8" lodgepole-pine boards. The entryway was covered with 12 to 18 inches of soil. (A horizontal entryway was found to be more difficult to construct, cover, and use than the vertical entryway we had made for aboveground shelters built in other areas.)

The side slopes of the earth cover were made steeper than is desirable in many soils (1-1/2' to 1') in order to minimize the volume of

---

*For a description of a full-scale model of this shelter, but with a vertical, more practical entryway like that of the Small-Pole Shelter, see "Hasty Shelter Construction Studies," (U), by C. H. Kearny, Annual Progress Report, Civil Defense Research Project, March 1970-March 1971, ORNL-4679.
shutting earth which must be moved. (Whether or not average Americans using only hand tools can build and cover a full-scale model with 2 feet of earth over its top, within 48 hours of beginning work, is an untested question.) This shelter was covered on October 24, 1973 when the sandy loam topsoil was damp and could be packed well when stamped on.

Since in some Nevada tests the blast winds removed much of the dry shielding earth which was mounded steeply over small shelters, we experimented with a possible means of minimizing such removal of earth. Half of the side facing CZ was covered with a piece of canvas. See Figure 8.2. The

![Figure 8.2 Half-Scale A-Frame Pole Shelter With the End Opposite Its Entryway Removed, After Withstanding about 16 psi Overpressure Effects.](image-url)
lower edge of this canvas was buried in a 6-inch-deep trench, and the rest of this canvas was covered with about 3 inches of packed soil.

8.3 LOCATION AND TEST RESULTS

The shelter was on azimuth 100°, 840 feet from GZ. The predicted overpressure was 15 psi; the overpressure measured at the same range from GZ and 140 feet away was 16.7 ± 1.5 psi.

Except for compacting the wet sandy soil over and around LN316-10, the blast produced scarcely noticeable effects. Only a small fraction of the wet soil on top of the undisturbed piece of canvas was blown off. The interior dimensions remained essentially unchanged—contrary to the opinions of some engineers that an earth-covered A-frame shelter resting essentially on the surface of the ground and with no tension members to prevent outward spreading would be at least somewhat flattened and widened by blast overpressure.

Due to an oversight in not setting two pointer stakes in line with this shelter's ridgeboard and outside the area from which soil was shoveled to cover this shelter, the men covering this small shelter lost track of exactly where the buried shelter was located, and as a result inadvertently placed much more earth cover on the side facing GZ than on the opposite side. Before the Figure 8.2 photograph was taken, the earth and the almost vertical poles that closed one end had been carefully removed. However, in spite of the asymmetry of the soil cover, earth arching apparently was effective.

8.4 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

8.4.1 An A-Frame Pole Shelter affords even better protection against overpressure and blast wind effects than calculations indicate.

8.4.2 Further blast testing, and at much higher overpressures than 16 psi, is desirable.
9. **DOOR-COVERED TRENCH SHELTER**

9.1 **PURPOSE**

This shelter can be built quickly by people who need protection in an area with stable soil, but whose only building materials are some interior doors. For example, families might be evacuating San Diego, California, and planning to build shelters for themselves in one of the officially designated reception areas. San Diego's essentially treeless reception areas have stable soil and nearby water from wells, but have very little locally available materials with which to roof large numbers of trench shelters. Some families with station wagons could carry enough of their interior doors to roof narrow trench shelters to be covered with 2 feet of earth, and thus provide good fallout protection.

Our prior tests of dry, hollow-core interior doors used to span a 4/2-inch "trench" had shown that a single door often breaks after being bowed downward a little over an inch as a result of being loaded with 3 feet of sacked earth stacked only over the 4/2-inch, free-span center part. (This loading minimizes strengthening due to earth arching.) Therefore, these two weak-roofed shelters were blast tested as open shelters.

9.2 **CONSTRUCTION**

Two identical Door-Covered Trench Shelters (LN316-5A and LN316-5B) were built in earth that is very stable except for the uppermost foot of sandy loam. Each shelter had the cross-section illustrated in Figure 9.1 and had a 2-foot-wide, 4-1/2-foot-long, offset entryway trench partly covered with a 30-inch-wide, hollow-core interior door. A 7-foot length of each of the two 10-foot-long main trenches was covered with a double thickness of ordinary hollow-core interior doors (three pairs of 30-inch-wide doors). Double thicknesses of doors were used because wet weather was anticipated, and water can severely weaken hollow-core interior doors.
The pairs of doors were laid directly on the surface of the ground, with their 6-foot, 6-inch lengths perpendicular to the length of the 42-inch-wide trench. All the doors were used doors, but were in good condition. To compare this roofing of doors with a stronger roofing over the same width trench, the end three feet of each 10-foot trench was covered with 6-foot lengths of 2-inch, rough pine boards.

9.3 LOCATIONS AND TEST RESULTS

9.3.1 LN316-5A was located on azimuth 113°, 1430 feet from GZ. The predicted overpressure at the surface was 5.0 psi; measured overpressure was 5.0 ± 0.5 psi. Neither LN316-5A nor LN316-5B was instrumented.

Except for compaction of the wet earth and the serious cracking of the single door over the entryway trench (see Figure 9.2), this shelter was undamaged. Only a very little earth was shaken down from the sides. During the preceding wet month its "buried roof" of polyethylene had kept dry all but the parts of the doors resting on the earth. Water from rains and melting snows had wetted these parts and, prior to the blast, caused some caving of the earth from under the doors. This caving had resulted in the free span of the main trench being increased from 42 inches to 45-47 inches, and of the entryway trench, to 34 inches.

The double thick roofing doors were bowed downward almost 1 inch—approximately twice as much as were the full-dimensioned 2" x 6" boards that roofed the far end of the shelter. Most of the downward bowing occurred due to static loading from the earth cover during the month before the blast—as was also the case with LN316-5B.
Figure 9.2 Badly Cracked Door Over Entryway Trench of Door-Covered Trench Shelter. The 5 psi overpressure effects did no other damage.

Obviously, the blast air had rushed into this shelter through its approximately 30" x 30" entryway opening, and within about 7 milliseconds (to judge from our ORNL shock tube experiments with models of small open shelters with similar proportions) had caused the overpressure inside the shelter to exceed the decaying overpressure outside. Thus the roof doors were supported from below before enough time had elapsed to permit the overpressure outside to accelerate and move the heavy mass of earth over the doors and the doors themselves downward a sufficient distance to damage the doors.

9.3.2 LN316-5B was located on azimuth 110°, 1900 feet from GZ. The predicted overpressure was 3.0 psi. LN316-5B was identical to LN316-5A, except that there was no sandbag on the door covering part of the entryway trench.
This shelter was undamaged, except for one lower door near the center of the shelter being slightly cracked. The downward bowing of the doors averaged only about 3/4 inch.

9.4 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

9.4.1 Open Door-Covered Trench Shelters can afford worthwhile protection against some blast overpressures high enough to destroy houses, and good protection against most hazards caused by thermal pulse.

9.4.2 Because of the uncertain strength of interior doors and their decreased strength when wetted, doors should only be used for shelter roofs if stronger materials are unavailable.

9.4.3 If a below-ground shelter roofed with doors or other weak roofing materials is built in an area threatened by blast, it should have an entryway with a large cross-sectional area relative to the shelter's interior volume, and this entryway should be left open.
10. **EXPEDITED BLAST VALVES**

10.1 **PURPOSE**

If shelters affording good blast protection were subjected to the higher ranges of the blast overpressures that they can survive, and if these overpressures were produced by tactical or other rather small nuclear weapons, then often there would be insufficient time between the warning bright light of a nuclear detonation and the arrival of the blast in which to close manually operated blast doors or valves. Furthermore, dependable automatic closure of shelter openings has inherent advantages over the inevitably somewhat uncertain performance of manual closures that depend on human alertness.

If enough time is available during an escalating crisis, even expedient shelters should be built so as not only to save the lives of occupants, but also to protect their eardrums, their ability to perform efficiently, and their blast-sensitive communications and other delicate equipment in the shelters. Therefore, at ORNL we designed expedient blast valves of simple types that require only widely available materials and that semiskilled people might be able to build in a few hours. To attain rapid closures, our approach stressed lightweight moving parts that travel only short distances to close, and multiple openings provide large, low-resistance air channels through the valves.

ORNL shock tube tests of complete small sections of our two types of blast valves that later were blast tested at this Mixed Company Event had shown that our designs could withstand several successive 100 psi shock waves striking complete small sections of these valves head-on, and that closure times were shorter—only 0.6 to 2 milliseconds—than the closure times of most expensive commercial blast valves. At Mixed Company we had an opportunity to test full-sized models of these two new valves, the Overlapping-Flaps Blast Valve and the Caged-Strips Blast Valve, when subjected to the complex shock wave conditions occurring in a vertical airduct leading to an underground shelter.
10.2 CONSTRUCTION

10.2.1 A full-sized Overlapping-Flaps Blast Valve, LN316-12, (see Figures 10.1 and 10.2) was easily made by working 7 man-hours, using only woodworking tools found in many home basement shops. The rubber flaps were easily cut from worn wide-tread tires by using a sharp, well-oiled knife. The rubber strips were nailed and glued to the angularly cut ends of the 18-in.-long, nominal 2" x 12" boards—which were actually 1-1/2 in. thick. Plywood fillers 4" x 11-1/2" x 1" thick separated the boards, and the whole valve housing was strongly nailed together with 16-penny resin-treated nails.

10.2.2 An Overlapping-Flaps Blast Valve was installed in a recess in a side of a 7-foot-deep vertical air shaft measuring 19" x 2½" in horizontal cross-section—as were two Caged-Strips Blast Valves in their separate shafts. Each valve was mounted 2 feet from the bottom of its vertical air shaft, and, when closed by the blast, prevented the entry of air through a 10-in.-wide rectangular passage into an otherwise closed underground chamber having a volume of 20 cubic feet. Each of these underground structures was made of 2-inch

Figure 10.1 Vertical Cross Section Through an Overlapping-Flaps Blast Valve. The tested valve had four open air slots, each 1" high and 10" wide. The overall width of the housing was 18".
rough lumber, well braced. The top of each entryway was protected by a blast protection frame built of four short timbers made by cutting railroad ties in half.

10.2.3 Two full-sized Caged-Strips Blast Valves, LN316-11, were also built in a small woodworking shop in rural Colorado and were essentially undamaged after being tested belowground at locations where the overpressures measured one inch above ground were $64.8 \pm 5.3$ and $35.2 \pm 2.9$ psi, respectively. However, these valves proved to be so time consuming to build out of ordinary lumber and plywood (which are not of uniform enough dimensions) and required such skilled workmanship that we no longer consider the Caged-Strips Blast Valve to be a practical valve for widespread building during a rapidly escalating crisis. Drawings and a brief description of this valve, which has advantages that include being closed automatically by both the positive and negative blast overpressures, are found in Appendix B.

10.3 LOCATION AND TEST RESULTS

Overlapping-Flaps Blast Valve LN316-12 was tested on azimuth 106°, 420 feet from GZ. The predicted overpressure was 100 psi. The measured surface overpressure was $64.8 \pm 5.3$ psi. Due to errors, no pressure gauge was placed inside the underground test chamber, and the blast valve was not braced strongly enough to remain in place during the negative pressure phase. As a result, during the negative pressure phase the whole valve was hurled outward into the vertical air shaft, but was not damaged. The fireball blackened the air shaft, but it remained intact.
10.4 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

10.4.1 Overlapping-Flaps Blast Valves are rugged and rapid-closing and could be built and installed by quite average citizens, guided only by well-written and illustrated instructions.

10.4.2 This blast valve was designed for 100 psi overpressure, using standard engineering handbook (Eshbach) values of 145 psi for the shear strength of Douglas fir boards. Later tests at Oak Ridge indicated that for straight-grained, sound Douglas fir boards subjected to stresses similar to those occurring in this blast valve, the ultimate shear strength is about 1,140 psi. For expedient equipment in a nuclear crisis a factor of safety of 8 is unnecessarily high. We conclude that sound 2" x 6" boards are sufficiently strong for the housing of such a 100-psi blast valve protecting an opening 10 in. wide.

10.4.3 If boards wider than 2" x 6" are available and a valve with less resistance to air flow is required, then a wider valve housing, spanning an air opening wider than 10 in., can be used—even for a 100-psi valve.

10.4.4 If a lower-resistance valve is required and a slower-closing valve would be satisfactory, then the height of the open air-passage slots could be increased—provided (1) the flap material used is strong enough, and (2) the angles made by the flaps and the upstream face of the valve housing are increased so as to maintain equal cross-sectional areas throughout these air passages.

10.4.5 More testing is needed, especially of (1) models having higher and wider air slots; (2) models that also are closed automatically by the negative pressure phase, by having light, hinged flap valves on the inside; and (3) ways to force enough air through a blast valve with an expedient air pump to maintain tolerable temperatures in a crowded shelter during hot weather.*

*Probably an expedient KAP can pump enough air through an Overlapping-Flaps Blast Valve of the size tested in Mixed Company to prevent harmful concentrations of respiratory carbon dioxide inside a shelter occupied by up to 100 persons. But in hot weather, a KAP could not pump enough air through such relatively small openings to keep 10 people tolerably cool in some long-occupied, crowded shelters. See "How to Make and Use an Homemade, Large-Volume, Efficient Shelter-Ventilating Pump: The Kearny Air Pump," by C. H. Kearny, ORNL-TM-3916.
11. OVERALL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

11.1 The expedient shelters covered in this report afford better fall-out and blast protection than do most of the expedient or hasty shelters that are described in current military or civilian publications, domestic or foreign. Untrained men can quickly build them using more widely available and less expensive materials than are required for most shelters.

11.2 Step-by-step, illustrated instructions for building these expedient shelters and their expedient equipment should be developed, thoroughly tested, and kept ready for rapid, widespread distribution during a possible crisis.

11.3 Since in most areas the soil conditions permit construction of expedient shelters that incorporate design features that increase shelter strength by utilizing earth arching, instructions for building blast-resistant expedient shelters should emphasize means for attaining earth arching--including keeping the excavations as narrow as practical and using sufficient depths of well-tamped earth cover as means to attain effective earth arching.

11.4 Well designed expedient shelters, if built in areas threatened by blast hazards, should be equipped with expedient quickly closable blast doors--if sufficient time and materials are available.

11.5 To provide effective automatic closure for blast shelters threatened especially by small nuclear weapons, the Overlapping-Flaps Blast Valve should be further developed and tested.

11.6 In anticipation of fuel air explosive (FAE) weapons becoming important weapons in future conventional wars, bunkers, protective shelters, and other field fortifications that afford adequate protection against this new threat should be developed and prooftested. Quickly closable blast doors to protect all openings will be essential components of such structures built in rear areas and not threatened by ground assault.
APPENDIX A: AVAILABILITY OF POLES AND LOGS FOR EXPEDIENT SHELTERS

The real danger of having severe shortages in lumber for construction of expedient shelters makes consideration of the use of shelters made of logs, poles and wire very attractive, provided there is sufficient timber resources available. Data were obtained from all of the U.S. Forestry Service district offices. The data were the latest reports of the U.S. Forestry Service surveys which are repeated on about a 10-year cycle. In many cases the latest two survey reports were available.

The trends in timber resources show an increase in most areas, although there is a definite shift toward smaller trees and a higher softwood to hardwood ratio. Therefore, for the purpose of our analysis it will not matter much that the reports are not all for the same year. The conclusions should be the same if they were all for the same year. In general, the tables presented the data by county. In some cases data were reported by groups of counties. In order to relate the data to a realistic evacuation plan, it was assumed that the urban residents would be moved to rural or suburban areas within the same OBE** area. Calculations were made for each county to show the amount of commercial forest land, the volume of usable wood in growing stock (trees 5 inches or greater at breast height), the volume of usable wood in saw timber (trees 9 inches or greater in the east, trees 10 inches or greater in the west), the annual cut of growing stock and of saw timbers, and the annual cut of pulpwood logs wherever data were available. These data are available at ORNL, but are not included in this report because of the volume. The county data were assembled by OBE. These data were used to calculate the number of expedient shelters which could be constructed in each OBE using

---

*Appendix A, including the map on the following page, is an excerpt from Section 4.4 ("Other Building Materials") of Expedient Shelter Survey, Final Report, July 1973, by George A. Cristy, ORNL-4860.

**One of the 174 trade areas identified by the U.S. Department of Commerce, Office of Business Economics.
each of the following bases for which data were available.

(1) Volume of growing stock* in rough cords (assuming one-fourth cord of growing stock per shelter space);

(2) Volume of saw timber in board feet (assuming 120 board feet per shelter space);

(3) Annual cut of growing stock in cubic feet (assuming 20 cubic feet of growing stock per shelter space);

(4) Annual cut of saw timber in board feet; and

(5) Annual cut of pulpwood logs.

Some of the results of these calculations are shown in the accompanying map. . . In the map, the dark green areas represent OBEs that would require less than 1% of its timber resources to shelter all the population. The medium green areas represent OBEs that could shelter all the population with less than 10% of the forest resources. Since the annual cut is about 5% of the stock in each state and since probably no more than half of any population group will need expedient shelter from growing stock, it is clear that these two categories of OBEs would have no difficulty sheltering their people. On the other hand, the light green and white areas (10-100% and over 100%, respectively) will need other methods, either with or without use of timber resources for log shelters. In many of these areas large amounts of fence posts and stock wire can be found, so the wire-catenary type can be used to advantage here. And in nearly all areas some lumber resources are available at the local retail lumber yards.

*It should be noted that the Small-Pole Shelters use poles that are smaller than the lower bound for reporting growing stock. We have no data to indicate the volume of this size available, except the general trend of increasing growing stock (i.e., a continuing supply of small trees).
APPENDIX B: CAGED-STRIPS BLAST VALVE

B.1 PURPOSE

As stated in Subsection 10.1 of this report, we believe that the skills and tools required to make the Caged-Strips Blast Valve are too specialized to justify classifying this valve as an expedient device. However, both the calculations of the full-scale design and the ORNL shock tube experiments with small models have shown that this blast valve with the dimensions of the two models tested at Mixed Company would be closed in about 1 millisecond by a 35 psi shock wave striking the valve head-on. At a shock tube overpressure of about 100 psi, closure time was 0.6 millisecond. A valve capable of closing in about 1 millisecond permits a very small fraction of the shock wave to get through it before it closes. Therefore, such a valve can be used successfully to protect filters and/or delicate instruments without the necessity of using a large surge chamber, baffles, etc., between the valve and the delicate equipment.

Furthermore, the Caged-Strips Blast Valve has these additional advantages: (1) it is rapidly closed both by the positive and the negative overpressures of an explosion; (2) it requires only inexpensive materials that are widely available; and (3) it could be manufactured at quite low cost in shops (such as furniture manufacturing or some precision-casting plants) capable of producing the component sections with tolerances of about ± 1/32 inch.

B.2 CONSTRUCTION

Figures B.1, B.2, and B.3 show the construction of the two Caged-Strips Blast Valves tested at Mixed Company. The unattached plywood strips are free to move in their wooden "cages," except for the restraint imposed on each strip by its four springs. These springs are strong enough to hold their strip in its fully open position unless it is struck by blast overpressure of either the positive or negative phase.
Like all fast-closing ORNL blast valves, this valve was designed so that its moving parts travel only very short distances before bridging and closing narrow but long air-slots. This design characteristic permits the use of very lightweight moving parts that can be accelerated, decelerated, and closed very rapidly without being damaged.

Both of the Caged-Strips Blast Valves, LN316-11A and LN316-11B, were made of two end sections, each built of straight-grained Douglas fir boards, pieces of wood cut from boards, and exterior-grade plywood. The four sections were each bonded with a waterproofed resin glue ("Resorcinol," mfg. by U.S. Plywood Corp.) and nails. See Figures B.2 and B.3. The four sections of each valve were joined together with four 5/16-in.-diameter threaded bolts (see Figures B.2 and B.3) that passed through four holes in the wooden housing. Thus bolted together, the valve can be easily disassembled for inspection or repair.

The 10-inch width of the air-slots of these valves correspond to the 10-inch free-span width of the entrance to the rectangular air duct located inside the shelter and leading to the part of this shelter to be
Figure B.2 Caged-Strips Blast Valve LN316-11B. LN316-11A was identical except for one of its "caged" plywood strips being 1/2-in. thick, instead of 3/8-in. thick.
Figure B.3 Construction Details of Caged-Strips Blast Valve.
protected by this valve. Each valve was tested installed in a recessed part of one side of a vertical air shaft, so as to protect an otherwise closed underground chamber, as described in Section 10.2.

Reasons are given in Section 10.2 why sound, straight-grained 2" x 6" boards can be used instead of 2" x 12" boards to make the housing of the somewhat similar housing of the Overlapping-Flaps Blast Valve. Likewise, because beams are to span a 10-inch-wide opening, across and over which this 18-in.-wide valve housing is designed to be installed, 2" x 4" boards (strongly bonded to their spacers) could safely be used instead of the 2" x 6" boards used in the tested models of the Caged-Strips Blast Valve. However, building shorter air-slots in the upstream side of a valve would increase the likelihood of the movable plywood strips being hit at more of an angle by the entering shock waves, with resultant more unequal stresses on these strips.

These two tested valves each had three air-slots. Each slot measured 1" x 10" in cross-section, and this 10-sq.-in. cross-sectional area was maintained clear through the two passages around the sides of each plywood strip when in its open position, and on through the downstream slot. In LN316-11A (tested at the predicted 100 psi range), two of the three movable, unattached plywood strips were made of 3/8-in.-thick exterior plywood, and the third strip was of 1/2-in. exterior plywood. In LN316-1B (tested at the predicted 50 psi range) all three strips were of 3/8-in. plywood. The ends of all the strips were sandpapered smooth and their sharp edges and corners were slightly rounded to minimize the possibility of a strip sticking against a part of its "cage" if hit by a shock wave that did not strike all parts of the strip at the same instant. Plywood, because it is resilient and light, yet resistant to bending, has the characteristics needed for the unattached, easily moved strips of this valve.

All but two of the springs that normally hold the unattached plywood strips in their own open positions were made of rectangular pieces of sponge rubber, 7/8" x 7/8" in cross-section, cut from a rubber pad 1 inch thick. (During an escalating crisis, in many areas improvised rubber "springs" would be more readily obtainable than special metal springs.)
Each piece of rubber was glued on its base to its recess in the wood housing. For comparison, one valve had two conical steel springs, as illustrated in Figure B.3. Both the rubber "springs" and the steel springs were of a strength that a total force of only about 2 lbs was required to close a plywood strip securely against its seat, and the pressure exerted on a strip by even quite high-velocity ventilating airflows was insufficient to move a strip appreciably from its wide-open position.

B.3 LOCATIONS AND TEST RESULTS

B.3.1 Caged-Strips Blast Valve LN316-11A was located on azimuth 101°, 120 feet from GZ. The predicted overpressure was 100 psi; the overpressure measured one inch above ground level was 64.8 ± 5.3 psi. Inside the 20-cubic-foot underground test chamber, the overpressure was about 4 psi. Most of this interior overpressure was due to leaks through cracks around the valve housing and between the boards of the roughly constructed vertical entryway shaft and the perhaps insufficiently compacted backfill under the horizontal part of the underground test chamber, which has been lowered into position as a unit.

The vertical air shaft and the front of the valve were blackened by the fireball, but were undamaged.

LN316-1A, like the other two ORNL blast valves, was not installed securely enough to withstand the outward force during the negative pressure phase, which hurled each of these valves outward into its vertical air shaft. The ends of three of the four threaded bolts of the frame of this valve were bent, but not enough to prevent easy disassembly.

Upon disassembly, all the plywood strips and their steel springs and foam rubber "springs" were found to be in excellent working order. The bases of the foam rubber "springs" were still glued securely to the wood in their recesses. Only some thread-sized, blackened pieces of sagebrush had been blown around the two right-angle turns and far enough to reach the plywood strips. This very lightweight blastborne material did not interfere with the movement of the valves or their
closure. The two 3/8-in.-thick unattached plywood strips were in perfect condition, as was the 1/2-in. strip.

B.3.2 LN316-11B was located on azimuth 106°, 540 feet from CZ. The predicted outside overpressure was 50 psi; the measured, 35.2 ± 2.9 psi.

The three 3/8-in.-thick plywood valve strips were all still in serviceable condition, but the center strip (one of the two painted with waterproofing "Resorcinol" resin glue) was cracked 1-1/4 inch from one end. This end had been slightly abraded—apparently from sticking on the somewhat rough end of its wooden "cage." The unpainted strip had been bowed about 1/8 inch out of line in its weak direction. This damage to two of the three strips indicates the need for smoothing all surfaces of the "cages" in which unattached valve strips should be able to move freely.

B.4 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

B.4.1 Although the blast overpressures to which the two Caged-Strip Blast Valves were subjected in the Mixed Company test were much less than their 100 psi design overpressure, the fact that they remained serviceable after this realistic use and abuse is evidence that supports the ORNL shock tube findings that this unconventional valve is rugged.

B.4.2 If there is likely to be a need for a very fast-closing, low-resistance, yet relatively inexpensive blast valve that is closed both by the positive and negative overpressures, then several designs of the Caged-Strips Blast Valve should be made. They should be blast tested in comparison with improved versions of the Overlapping-Flaps Blast Valve and other low-resistance, fast-closing valves.
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